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Product size:   1500mm       Product Code:   PB4093-15

Pietra Bianca offers an optional overflow drain and/or a 
complimenting stone drain cover at an additional cost.

BELLA

3 year commercial
manufacturer’s warranty5 year residential

manufacturer’s warranty
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For the lovers of round baths, the Romeo 
freestanding stone bath is the perfect 
centerpiece for any bathroom. With its classic 
round shape, the Romeo bath allows you to 
lay facing any direction in your bathroom.

Romeo is available in eight unique colours, 
each hand crafted and no two alike. Please 
note, due to the handmade nature and the 
high content of natural stone, colour and 
dimensional tolerances apply.

The Romeo freestanding bath is made from our eco-friendly non-porous 
composite stone material. Created from our unique blend of reclaimed marble, 
limestone and engineered resins, our composite stone offers great heat retention, 
durability, is environmentally friendly and warm to the touch.

Approximate weight: 170kg 

available colours

PIETRA BIANCA MATERIAL
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Product size:   1350mm    Product Code:   PB4093-1350

Pietra Bianca offers an optional overflow drain and/or a 
complimenting stone drain cover at an additional cost.

BELLA

3 year commercial
manufacturer’s warranty5 year residential

manufacturer’s warranty
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For the lovers of round baths, the Romeo 
freestanding stone bath is the perfect 
centerpiece for any bathroom. With its classic 
round shape, the Romeo bath allows you to 
lay facing any direction in your bathroom.

Romeo is available in eight unique colours, 
each hand crafted and no two alike. Please 
note, due to the handmade nature and the 
high content of natural stone, colour and 
dimensional tolerances apply.

The Romeo freestanding bath is made from our eco-friendly non-porous 
composite stone material. Created from our unique blend of reclaimed marble, 
limestone and engineered resins, our composite stone offers great heat retention, 
durability, is environmentally friendly and warm to the touch.

Approximate weight: 145kg 

available colours

PIETRA BIANCA MATERIAL


